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Pictured above: The Eyemore S1. At a regular
price of $1,299, this video camera is equipped

with only a 4/3″ CMOS sensor plus image
processing. However, without recording,

controlling and monitoring capabilities, on top
of considerable resolution issues, many

reviewers have questioned why this device is
being marketed. Consider watching the video
in which Lee Morris reviews the Eyemore S1.
Morris suggests it's the worst modern camera

he’s ever seen.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9S7Qw-gLro

Volkswagen recently announced it was
retooling 16 factories worldwide to build electric
cars. Not alone, GM, Ford, BMW, Mercedes-Benz
and Volvo have all made public their plans to
produce battery-powered vehicles. Despite various
North American political attempts to keep a dying
oil sector afloat, the writing is on the wall for this
resource industry, at least in the rest of the
industrialized world. Many converts to e-vehicles
are not only drawn by clean energy and less local
pollution but by the dramatic savings in charging a
car battery versus gassing up at the pump.

We are not the
only era to have a
torrid love affair with
electricity. Many late

Victorians were amazed by the miracle current
that enabled the telegraph, street lighting and the
rudimentary telephone. Some got to thinking there
was nothing the invisible wonder could not do.
Hence the rise of a swarm of apparatuses that
claimed to improve or cure any medical condition,
provided you had an outlet you could plug the cord
into. As the surrounding images show, if
effectiveness was beyond the inventor’s capacity,
futuristic shapes often convinced potential clients.
And as time went by, some of the devices pictured
actually suggested applications of use to

consumers.

With the notion that electricity could heal
came the accompanying fear that it could
harm. We think of Electromagnetic
Hypersensitivity (EHS), WIFI allergy and
Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance
Attributed to Electromagnetic Fields (IEI-EMF)
as anxiety-driven pseudo-afflictions exclusive
to a stressed contemporary world. Yet their
origins can be found in Victorian fixations. As
might be expected, there are individuals today
who will sell you equipment to block the
supposed rays emitted by your computer, TV
or toaster. Such devices promise to be just as
effective as these nineteenth-century medical
marvels.

ELECTRIC AVENUE

Mick Jagger, 1977

mailto:news@phsc.ca
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9S7Qw-gLro
https://www.facebook.com/PHSCPhotographicHistoricalSocietyofCanada/
https://www.instagram.com/p.h.s.canada/
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Join us at 7:45pm, presentation starts at 8:00pm, on Wednesday, November 20 in the Burgundy Room of North York
Memorial Community Hall in the basement of 5110 Yonge St, Toronto, Ontario. Admission, as usual, is free and light
refreshments are provided. Need info? www.phsc.ca

The Tokugawa Shogunate made sure that Japan remained a mystery to the West for over 200 years. Except for a few
Chinese traders confined to Nagasaki and some Portuguese and Dutch sailors stuck on the artificial island of Deshima, Japan
kept the West away while it forbade its people from venturing off-shore. As photographic technology boomed in other parts
of the world, sparse trade in chemicals and equipment, limited contact with teaching professionals and the challenges of a
climate hostile to the developing process made photographic representation difficult and rare.

While interest in Japanese photography is currently exploding, most histories tend to start with photographers like
Eliphalet M. Brown, who journeyed with Commodore Perry on his controversial 1853 mission to open Japan to the West. The
actual story is richer and much more complex. Celio Barreto will present aspects of the intriguing events and practices that
established photography in Japan, uncovering the determined individuals whose photographic struggles preserved a now lost
way of life.

Celio H. Barreto researches 19th-century and early 20th-century Japanese photographs and processes found in Canadian,
European and Japanese institutional and private collections. He has published on rare 19th-century Japanese processes and
early 20th-century popular photographic practices internationally. Resident in Osaka from 2003, he promoted Japanese art,
culture and history through SoHo Art Gallery; which he co-founded and directed until 2015. Barreto holds an MA in Film and
Photographic Preservation and Collections Management from Ryerson University, a B.A. and a B.F.A Honours in Visual Arts
from the University of Windsor, and is currently pursuing a Ph.D. at The Photographic History Research Centre at De Montfort
University.

The Closed Darkroomof the East:
Historical Japanese Photography with Celio Barreto

PHSC PRESENTS
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WAR AND EFFECT BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

Five Came Back: theTask, theTerror and its Toll

You might wonder how coincidental the airing of Steven
Spielberg’s Five Came Back is. A three-part mini-series about
five Hollywood directors who turned from filming mass-
market entertainment to documenting the real events of
World War Two, it’s just recently streamable on Netflix,
despite having been completed in 2017. It features a who’s
who of contemporary directors providing commentary:
Spielberg, Guillermo Del Toro (The Shape of Water), Paul
Greengrass (The Bourne anything; Captain Phillips),
Lawrence Kasdan (the Star Wars franchise) and Francis Ford
Coppola (The Godfather; Apocalypse Now). The first part of
the series emphasizes how fiercely isolationist America was
at the start, determined to let its struggling European allies
fend for themselves in the fight against a malevolent
dictator. It digs up a stunning newsreel account of Hitler
placing himself above the law in the German state. By the
time footage of former president Herbert Hoover declares
“the rise of intolerance” facilitates “the suffering...inflicted on
a innocent and helpless people,” anyone following politics
today feels a sinking déjà-vu. As Americans contemplate
impeaching their president, perhaps releasing the series now
reminds them how villainy of the past has become
reconfigured in the present.

John Ford, George Stevens, William Wyler, and John
Huston were all gifted, privileged Hollywood regulars. Each
had the perks and luxuries of directing and screen writing
careers. The series teases out their put-your-money-where-
your-mouth-is commitment: each man chose to place
himself in situations where physical and mental safety could
not be guaranteed by the military. John Ford was on the
beaches on D-Day to record the Allied attack of the German
occupational force which turned the tide for the war in
Europe. Included in his footage was a shot of bloody human
viscera scattered on the floor of an American landing craft, a
scene the army deemed too brutal to show the public. Ford
witnessed over 4,000 deaths that day and would have to be
removed, traumatized, to the United States. George Stevens
filmed the liberation of prisoners from the Nazi
extermination camp at Dachau and never again worked in

comedy. William Wyler went up in a B-17 to film an aerial
mission and suffered permanent hearing loss, devastating
for a director. And Frank Capra, though remaining state-side,
gave up making box-office smashes to make instructional
films for the army. He returned after five years of service to a
Hollywood that couldn’t remember his name.

There are some
significant firsts by
these men that really
shouldn’t be forgotten.
Capra pushed to have
the film The Negro
Soldier (1944) made
and released to black
and white markets in
the United States. He
engaged the African-
American writer Carlton
Moss to handle the
screenplay. For the first
time in a Hollywood
movie, black citizens
were portrayed as
hardworking, dignified,
intelligent contributors
to American society, not to mention the war effort. Capra
also decided that entertaining troops was important, getting
Chuck Jones, Friz Freleng and Mel Blanc to make animated
shorts. Theodor Geisel (Dr. Seuss) worked on the scripts
and many now iconic anti-Nazi editorial cartoons as well.
Finally, John Huston’s Let There Be Light (1946), a film on the
battle fatigue that we now know as PTSD, was originally
intended by the army as proof that shell-shocked soldiers
could leave trauma behind. Instead, his documentary was a
testament to the persistence of war’s psychological
damage. The army suppressed the film then and still has
trouble acknowledging the condition today.

Sources
Five Came Back Netflix (Canada) (2017)
www.netflix.com/ca/title/80049928

https://www.netflix.com/ca/title/80049928


ESTATESAUCTION
High-end and budget photo equipment

frommultiple estates!
Sunday, November 17, 2019

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION HALL #101
3850 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto

Viewing 10:00am to 11:00am
Auction Starts at 11:00am

Free Admission / Free parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Auction Chairman 416-919-9617 auction@phsc.ca

Details and a selection of images at www.phsc.ca
Note:This is not a consignment auction.

SOLD!
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auction@phsc.ca
phsc.ca/Auction-Fall2019/

mailto:aution@phsc.ca
https://phsc.ca/Auction-Fall2019/
https://phsc.ca/camera/?p=15555


In 1842, Charles Dickens set sail for Boston. He was
coming to see the sights and gather research but most of all
to embark on a campaign for international copyright law.
Dickens received no money for any of his books sold outside
Britain. This rankled him even though he was now a
household name, not only in the British Isles but in any part
of the literate Western World. The Pickwick Papers, Oliver
Twist, and The Old Curiosity Shop were just some of the
works that were already earning him an enviable living
through royalties. Speaking engagements on the tour had
Dickens pleading his case with a curious mixture of
bragging about his writer’s rise in financial and social value
while assuring audiences that he needed to be saved from
the poor house with copyright. Americans were not fooled.
Scourged by the press, Dickens returned home with a
renewed love for his class-stratified England, where the
courts still protected wealth-endowed people like himself.

Since then, North America has seen both sides of the
copyright debate, especially in the area of visual intellectual
property. The last two decades in particular have witnessed
brutal battles over ownership of photographic images. Too
many of these courtroom conflicts featured billionaire
Goliaths scooping up images, interested in using copyright
to punitively bankrupt transgressing citizens of modest
means. Luckily, in some ways, the flood of images on the
internet rendered much of this heavy-handed courtroom
activity moot. A number of court decisions handed down
also agreed that school projects and other brief borrowings
amounted to fair use. So corporations, for the most part,
gave up amusing themselves by suing people who could
barely load a Presto card.

Until now. The CN Tower corporation has decided to go
after Toronto writer James Bow, who dared to put a
photograph of the CN Tower on the cover of his book The
Night Girl, a fantasy taking place in, yes, Toronto. Bow
thought that this structure, part of the Toronto skyline for all
the world to see, a silhouette so identified with Toronto that
tourists conflate one with the other, might be borrowed so
he, as a Torontonian, could be allowed to let other
Torontonians know his story was situated in Toronto. Bow
even went as far as to use what he thought was a blameless
version of the tower, a Creative Commons-licensed image.
You readers might have also come up with the most
obvious reason why we’d all consider his decision to be
harmless: that bloody skinny pointy thing is already on every
mug, t-shirt, calendar, keychain and moist towelette in every
gift shop, gas station convenience mart, bowling alley and
dollar store in the city.

Let’s do a quick trademarking (a sort of subset of
copyrighting) scenario for buildings. Let’s say all building
owners are allowed to trademark their buildings. What if the

city of Toronto wants to advertise the city of Toronto in a
photo? Does it have to go around to all the buildings in the
photo for permission? Does that cost get downloaded to
your municipal taxes? And what if the buildings in the
picture refuse? No advertising the city then? Shall we just
pretend the city doesn’t exist? Or do we just photoshop out
the buildings that don’t give permission?

It gets ludicrous quickly. Maybe it’s time to move on
from last-century notions of copyright. In the meantime, I’m
putting that baldly avaricious tower on this page. How ‘d I
get it? The worst way possible: on the internet. Come and
get me, Canada Lands Company, or Rogers, or whoever
went after Bow the author. I’m an unpaid volunteer for a
registered charity and a senior citizen; it’ll look good in the
news when you sue me. One more thing: ever wonder how
Dickens, one of the greediest authors of all time, was able to
come up with the character of Ebenezer Scrooge? You
guessed it: it takes one to know one.

Sources
“CN Tower's claims trademark violation” by Cory Doctorow, Boing
Boing, October 2, 2019.
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FAULTY TOWER BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

Will JacobMarley’s Ghost take the Elevator or the Stairs?
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See you
downtown!

Ashley Cook - Show Curator
fair@phsc.ca

Sunday November 24, 2019
12 noon to 4 pm

ARTS AND LETTERS CLUB OF TORONTO
14 Elm Street, Toronto M5G 1G7 (near Yonge-Dundas subway)

FREE ADMISSION

Great deals on a wide selection of vintage and contemporary photographs!
THE IMAGE SHOW

The Photographic Historical Society of Canada
presents

fair@phsc.ca

mailto:fair@phsc.ca
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW BY DAVID BRIDGE

Left: pinkish uncalibrated Adobe RGB scan. Centre: Wolfgang’s scanner sheets. Right: somewhat better calibrated ProPhoto
scan. Carte-de-visite courtesy of Robert Lansdale.

Tired of Looking atMaroons? FollowTheseTips

WARNING: Trying to evaluate the colour of anything based
on viewing it on your phone or tablet is about as pointless
as tasting wine over Skype.
ADDITIONAL WARNING: Placing any kind of valuable photo
material in a flatbed scanner is highly frowned upon by our
Photo-Preservation Division pedants. Better to not even
touch the things, and try not to look at them too hard.

The historical image community lives on scanning and
posting their prize finds for all to see, but one of the PHSC
Lab’s grumpy techs constantly complains about the
crummy online colour representation of these subtly-toned
images with their creamy or maroonish card mounts. We
offer here some of his suggestions:

Calibrate your monitor. Get one of those mouse-like
things that hang over the old Dell screen, performing a short
light-show while going through its paces. This will
undoubtably change, and most likely improve, the quality of
onscreen colour, with the added bonus that you may be able
to now make prints that roughly match your screen.

Calibrate your scanner. Sure, you can correct the odd
colours from your Epson in Photoshlep or whatever, but

wouldn’t it be nice to start out somewhere close to the right
colour? Preprinted calibration sheets can be had that will
allow you to straighten out some of your scanner’s
eccentricities. Note that a scanner program which permits
the use of scanner ICC profiles is required. In our examples
we used the ubiquitous, all-scanners-covered, almost free
VueScan software. The targets used were acquired from
Wolf Faust at www.targets.coloraid.de, but there are other
costlier sources.

Try a different colour space. Although most of us are
back in the world of AdobeRGB as it comes from our
cameras, scanner programs like VueScan allow larger
gamuts. For some reason our scans were better using the
ProPhoto RGB output colour space in VueScan. If we really
understood why, we’d get paid for this work.

Mask the scan area to expose the scan properly. Your
scanner thinks it’s a camera, and if it sees a bright surround
of scanner glass around the image, it may average this into
the scan and make it dark. Use the scanning software
masking tools to frame your Aunt Euphemia’s carte-de-
visite.

http://www.targets.coloraid.de
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WEB LINKS COMPILED BY DAVID BRIDGE

lford Photo updates its Multigrade darkroom paper, introduces Ortho
Plus film in smaller formats DPReview, Damien Demolder, October
25, 2019

www.dpreview.com/news/3338146758/ilford-photo-updates-its-multigrade-
darkroom-paper-and-introduces-ortho-plus-film-in-smaller-formats

Black and white film specialist Ilford Photo has announced the
development of a new version of its resin-coated Multigrade black and
white darkroom printing paper, and said that its existing orthochromatic
emulsion will be available in 135 and 120 formats...Rated at ISO 80 in
natural light and ISO 40 in tungsten conditions, the film is only sensitive to
green and blue light, and thus darkens anything red in the scene.

VueScan reverse-engineered over 6,000
scanner drivers to add macOS Catalina
compatibility DPReview, Brittany Hillen,
November 6, 2019

www.dpreview.com/news/0603222970/vuescan-
application-makes-thousands-of-old-scanners-
compatible-with-macos-catalina

Apple's latest desktop operating system, macOS
Catalina, dropped support for 32-bit applications.
As a result, many older scanners lost native
support for the operating system, forcing owners
to upgrade to newer hardware or use a different
computer that retained compatibility. Third-party
scanning software VueScan offers a different
solution, namely support for around 6,000 older
scanner models. VueScan was upgraded this
week to version 9.7. With it, Mac users can use
their older 32-bit scanner with their Apple desktop
or laptop even if they're running macOS Catalina.

Sneak Peek of "Images of Ontario, By George Hunter,
RCA"! Canadian Heritage Photography Foundation,
November 07, 2019

www.thechpf.com/blog/sneak-peek-at-images-of-ontario-by-
george-hunter-rca
The CHPF is thrilled to announce the release of 500 images
digitized and preserved through our current project “Images
of Ontario, By George Hunter, RCA”. This is a sneak peek of
the larger collection of over 4000 images that will be made
public through Vita Digital Toolkit later this year. This project
has been made possible in part by the Government of
Canada’s Documentary Heritage Communities Program
through Library and Archives Canada.

Photo by George Hunter

https://www.dpreview.com/news/3338146758/ilford-photo-updates-its-multigrade-darkroom-paper-and-introduces-ortho-plus-film-in-smaller-formats
https://www.dpreview.com/news/0603222970/vuescan-application-makes-thousands-of-old-scanners-compatible-with-macos-catalina
https://www.thechpf.com/blog/sneak-peek-at-images-of-ontario-by-george-hunter-rca
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Our talks are free and open to the public on the third Wednesday of every month, from September to
June, in the Burgundy Room of the Memorial Hall, in the basement of 5120 Yonge St, North York,
Ontario. Presentation at 8:00 pm unless otherwise specified. Presentations are subject to change.

PHSC PRESENTS

PHSC EVENTS
ESTATE AUCTION

ALL BUYERS WELCOME!

Sunday, November 17, 2019
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101

3850 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto
View Items 10:00 to 11:00
Auction starts at 11:00am
Free admission & parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman

Details at www.phsc.ca

A DOUBLE-BILL SEASON OPENER
September 18, 2019
Horst Herget will speak on figure work in wet plating,
while John McQuarrie will discuss the tools and apps
used in producing his Then & Now book series.

A SUPER 8 HALLOWEEN!
October 16, 2019
Terry Lagler brings fabulously cheesy horror movies to
our screen for an evening of free popcorn, scary
snacks and some great vintage-style merch!

THE CLOSED DARKROOM OF THE EAST:
HISTORICAL JAPANESE PHOTOGRAPHY
WITH CELIO BARRETO
November 20, 2019
As a society closed off from the world for 200 years,
Japan had its challenges integrating new visual
technologies. Celio Barreto returns to reveal more of
the photographic mysteries of this intriguing period
and its images.

CHRISTMAS BLOWOUT
December 18, 2019
Our annual Xmas party, Show and Tell, Silent Auction
and gift exchange along with seasonal refreshments.
No admission and everyone welcome.

URBAN EXPLORATION
WITH A CAMERA
January 15, 2020
Chris Luckhardt presents on his book about urban
exploration photography. Hear excerpts from his
adventures and trials in capturing the photographic
jewels of the city.

IMAGE SHOW
Sunday, November 24, 2019
ARTS and LETTERS CLUB

14 Elm Street, Toronto
(Yonge and Dundas)
12:00am to 4:00pm

Free Admission
Ashley Cook - Curator
Details at www.phsc.ca

https://www.phsc.ca
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Dot: I can’t decide what to do.

Vi:What do you mean?

Dot: Some stores sell those tight foundation garments with
whale bone and garters that make you feel like a trussed-up
roasting turkey. Others sell loose lingerie, stretchy outfits and
rolled stockings. How crazy is it when fashion pulls you in
opposite directions at the same time?

Vi: I’d say it’s typical. You’ve encountered the paradox within
every society: culture and counterculture.

Dot: Really?

Vi: Dottie darling, while theorists John Milton Yinger and
Theodore Roszak will think that they have stumbled upon
something totally brand spanking new in the 1960s, the truth
is that societies have always contained, nurtured, and I’d say,
despised, their own oppositional forces.

Dot: You mean to say this has always gone on?

Vi: Of course. Think about the Victorian era where painful
corsets, uncomfortable shoes and elaborate hairstyles
under really large hats limited your movements every day.
But if you aligned yourself with those trendy mid-century
Pre-Raphaelite women, you declared yourself free of those
conventions, wearing your hair and dresses loose.

Dot: Interesting, but I can’t say you’re helping me decide.
What should I do?

Vi: What fashion you wear tends to say something about
your politics. For example, some women in the Victorian
Suffrage movement seemed to gravitate toward versions of
the Pre-Raphaelite look.

Dot: Are you saying that past cultures kept women away
from political engagement with fashion?

Vi: It was subtle but effective. If you had to spend hours
getting ready to be seen in public and your movements were
restricted by your clothing, it didn’t leave you much time or
energy for being active in a functioning society’s political
arena.

Dot: Okay, I think I’ve finally decided. I’m going with rolled
stockings. And a corset.

Vi: Every paradox contains a possible truth.

JaneMorris (née Burden) by John Robert Parsons, 1865,
National Portrait Gallery, London.

CelebratingMay Day in San Diego, c. 1930.

VI AND DOT
Discusswhat to wear when
the counterculture calls.



LARRY TOWELL
Vintage Prints
November 9 - December 21, 2019
Stephen Bulger Gallery
1365 Dundas Street, Toronto, ON
www.bulgergallery.com
This survey exhibition highlights Larry
Towell’s impressive 40-year career in
photography and includes a selection
of his earliest prints from some of his
best known images, as well as
previously unseen works.
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THE CLASSIFIEDS

Galleries

Exhibitions

Camera Shows Exhibitions

Photorama 2019
November 22 - December 7
Tuesday to Saturday, 12pm to 5pm
170 St. Helens Ave,
Toronto, ON, M6H 4A1
The 33rd edition of Photorama offers
arts enthusiasts—seasoned
collectors and first-time buyers—a
great opportunity to purchase
affordable lens-based artworks by
exceptional artists. The public sale
will be the first opportunity to
purchase artworks by exciting artists
such as Steven Beckly, Anique
Jordan, Paul Butler, Maggie Groat,
Isabel M. Martinez, Jennifer Murphy
and Edward Burtynsky.
www.photorama.ca

SANDRA BREWSTER
Blur
July 24, 2019 - March 29, 2020
Art Gallery of Ontario
317 Dundas Street West
Toronto, ON, M5T 1G4
Brewster is an emerging visual artist
exploring themes of identity, memory
and displacement as a Black
presence of Caribbean heritage. Her
layered photographic works capture
the uncertainty of the self in motion,
where time and space, culture and
categorization exist outside of
security and tranquility.
ago.ca/exhibitions/sandra-brewster-
blur

Information

Books on sale

The latest Graflex Journal is available
for download at journal.graflex.org.
Plus ongoing calls for articles and for
contemporary photography utilizing
Graflex cameras. Contact Ken Metcalf
atmetcalf537@aol.com

Zeiss and Photography
by Lawrence J. Gubas

Informative history and catalogue
of Zeiss equipment, perfect for the
serious collector or research into
German precision manufacturing.
On sale at a new reduced price. For
details go to CameraBooks.com.

If you’re working on identifying an
early Kodak camera, circa 1880s to
1910s, this is a great site from the
Netherlands. Most of the site is in
English. The large collection of
articles on the site by Jerd Kamp are
mostly in Dutch but still worth a look.
http://www.kodaksefke.nl/identify-
your-kodak.html Thanks to Snap
Shots, the newsletter of the
Photographic Historical Society of
New England, for the link.

CAMERAMA
Camera Show
Sunday, January 19, 2020
9:30am to 2:30pm
Edward Hotel, North York,
185 Yorkland Boulevard,
Toronto ON M2J 4R2
Camera .. Lenses .. Darkroom ..
Binoculars .. scopes .. Collectibles ..
Video .. Digital .. images, etc.
Admission $7 - Free Parking
Contact Gary 905 550-7477 or email
torontocamerashows@gmail.com
Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows

https://www.bulgergallery.com/exhibitions/61-upcoming-larry-towell-vintage-prints/overview/
https://www.photorama.ca
https://ago.ca/exhibitions/sandra-brewster-blur
https://journal.graflex.org
mailto:metcalf537@aol.com
http://camerabooks.com/Products/----------------------Zeiss-and-Photography-by-Lawrence-J-Gubas-Limited-Edition__Zeiss-spc-and-spc-Photography-spc-Gubas.aspx
http://www.kodaksefke.nl/identify-your-kodak.html
mailto:torontocamerashows@gmail.com
https://Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows

